DG-1
DECOMPOSED GRANITE
LOCATION: ENTRY COURTYARDS AND ROOF TERRACE GROUND MATERIAL

M-1
ZINC
LOCATION: PLANTER BOX MATERIAL

F-2
CANVAS SWAG MATERIAL - CHARCOAL GRAY
LOCATION: SWAG ON TRELIS STRUCTURES

F-3
CANVAS DRAPE MATERIAL - CHARCOAL
LOCATION: DRAPES AROUND TRELIS COLUMNS

VP-1, P-2, CS-2
PLASTER
LOCATION: EXTERIOR PLASTER WALLS AND BASE

R-1
METAL ROOFING
LOCATION: ROOF

M-3
PAINTED METAL RAILING
LOCATION: JULIET BALCONIES, ROOF TERRACE

M-2
BLACK BEAUTY PAINT
LOCATION: AWNINGS, JULIET BALCONIES, TRELIS STRUCTURE, SLIDING METAL GATE, EXTERIOR DOORS AND WINDOWS

G-1
GLASS
LOCATION: DOORS AND WINDOWS